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die-ring having either a water or air jet of force
enough to and directed to keep said tread
Beit known that I, JosEPHALGERT, a citi surface
and the peripheral surfaces of said
Zen of the United States of America, residing
at the city and county of Denver and State of rollers clean as the ore is crushed wet or dry.
attain these objects by the mechanism illus
Colorado, have invented a new and useful Itrated
Roller Ore Crushing and Screening Mill, of whichin the accompanying drawings, in
which the following is a specification.
My invention relates to improvementsin Figure 1 is a front elevation of my im
roller ore crushing and screening mills; and proved ore crushing and Screening mill. Fig.
the objects of my invention are, first, to pro 2 is a plan view of the same. Fig. 3 is a side
vide a vertically-rotating head, body, or ring elevation thereof. Fig. 4 is a vertical sec
view on the line 4 4 of Fig. 2. Fig. 5
provided with a fixed ore-crushing die-ring tional
and with a pair of loose rollers arranged to is a vertical sectional view on the line 55 of
roll freely on the tread of the die-ring, said Fig. 2. Fig. 6 is a rear view of the front
ring having a closed integral back flanged plate or ring of the mill, showing the divided
portion and a renewable front flange side, splash plate and ring in position therein.
made in two parts, its central part being sta Fig. 7 is a perspective view of one of the
tionary and the peripheral part rotating with bridge-plates which support the splash plate
the ring, and one of the most important fea and ring in a stationary position within the 75
plate or ring of the mill; and Fig. 8 is a
tures of my invention is to form a water front
joint between the stationary and the rotating perspective view of a discharge-chute, which
is secured to the rear side of the upper splash
parts of the removable front flange, so that in plate
and which conveys the pulverized ore
Wet-ore crushing a body of water may be kept from
the interior of the mill.
in the lower portion of the ring without leak Similar
letters of reference refer to similar
25 age; second, to provide an ore-crushing mill
throughout the several views.
in which the ore is screened in a flat recipro parts
Referring to the drawings, the numeral 1
cating screen which passes the sized ore to designates
the foundation-supporting frame
the feed-hopper of the ring; third, to provide
an ore-crushing mill in which dry or wet ore of my ore-crusher. This frame is made of
timbers strongly framed and bolted
may be rapidly sized and screened and in wooden
which the top portion of the ring is subjected together. This frame is of rectangular form,
to a continuous jet of water under sufficient and upon it I securely bolt a cast frame,
pressure to keep wet ore from packing on the which consists of the end pieces 2 and 3,
tread of the die-ring and thereby forming a which are bolted to cast side pieces 4 and 5.
35 tightly-packed layer or cushion of pulverized The lower ends of each of these side and end 9o
ore on which the rollers run, which decreases pieces are provided with foot-flanges 4 and
to a very large percentage the capacity of the 5, which are bolted to the timber frame by
rollers and die-ring from what their capacity bolts 1. The end and side castings 2, 3, 4,
is when the tread of the die-ring and the pe and 5 are bolted together at the corners by 95
ripheries of the Small rollers are not kept clear the bolts 5, and these four side and end cast
of packed ore; fourth, to provide a jet of com ings form the supporting-frame of my ore
pressed air that is arranged to be discharged crushing mill. The side castings 4 and 5 of
against the upper portion of the tread of the the supporting-frame contain journal-boxes
die-ring with force enough to dislodge and 6, in which are journaled a shaft 7, that ex OO
45 remove from it any crushed ore that packs on tends across the frame and beyond its boxes
it during the crushing of dry ore; fifth, to pro a short distance, and upon one end of this
vide means for continuously screening the shaft a pair of tight and loose driving-pull
crushed and pulverized ore that is continu ley's 8 and 8, respectively, are mounted.
ously fed into the ring and is crushed on the Upon the opposite end of this shaft 7 a pulley Io5
tread-ring by the rollers and for returning 9 is placed, from which a belt extends to a
the oversize to the die-ring and its crushing pulley 10, which is secured on the end of a
rollers, and, sixth, to provide a simple, du shaft 11A, which is journaled in brackets 12,
rable, and large-capacity ore-crushing mill in that are secured to the side casting 3 of the
which two loose rollers run edge to edge on supporting-frame. Upon the shaft 7 I IIO
55 the inner periphery of a vertically-arranged mount and secure a head or ring 12^, which I
To ali, whon, it may concern:
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term the 'mill' head or ring, as it forms the
body of the ore-crushing member of my mill,
and it consists of a ring-shaped peripheral
portion 12", which has an integral closed and
solid flanged portion 12°, that extends en
tirely across it and forms a back wall, and it
is provided with a projecting hub portion
12", that contains one or more key ways and
keys
that are also inserted in the shaft. On
IO the opposite end of the mill-head a project
ing annular flange 12" is formed, to which I
bolt a side flange-ring 14, which I term the
'mill-head' flange, and which consists of a
narrow side flange-ring that forms a trough
T 5 in the peripheral rim portion of the mill
head, and between this mill-flange and the
edge of the mill-head ring I insertin a circum
ferential groove 14* a packing 14", which
prevents leakage of the water from the mill
ring. The inner edge of this flange-ring is
formed to project outwardly both on its out
ward and on its inward sides at a diverging
angle, which forms a splash-surface on its in
side, while it terminates in an inwardly
25 curved hook 15, which acts to stop the splash
of the water and ore-pulp in the trough of the
mill, as will be more fully explained herein
after.
Upon the shaft 7 I loosely mount a plate or
flange, which I term a 'splash-plate.’ This
splash-plate is made of a diameter to fit
closely but loosely in the inner peripheral
edge of the splash-ring, and it is made in two
halves 16 and 16, which I designate as the
35 'lower' and 'upper'splash-plates. These
splash-plates are rigidly but removably se
cured to the right and left cross-arms 17 and
18, which together form a saddle. These
arms are bolted to the opposite sides of the
frame and are vertically adjustable for a
short distance by means of cap-screws 18,
which are threaded to horizontal members of
substantially U-shaped stirrups 19, formed
on the inner sides of the side plates of the
45 frames and bear against the bottoms of the
opposite ends of the arms which lie within
the said stirrups.
In addition to the vertical adjustment of
the saddle I also provide them with a hori
Zontal adjustment by threading horizontal
cap-screws 18 through the vertical mem

bers of the stirrup which bear against the

sides of the ends of the saddles. Check-nuts

are placed on all of these cap-screws to secure
them in adjusted positions against acciden
tal displacement.
The vertical and horizontal adjustment of
the saddle and splash-plates is necessary to
adjust the splash-plates and the Splash-ring
in proper rotative relation to the hooked end
of the flange-ring of the mill-body. These
arms extend from the opposite sides of the
frame and meet end to E. around the main
shaft, each arm being provided with a recess
65 18 in its end, which permits it to partially
55

surround the shaft and permits its ends to

pastically
abut against each other over the
Shaft.
The lower splash-plate is provided within
Wardly-projecting ribs 20, which project close
to the vertical plane of the adjacent edge
of the tread-ring and form a confining side
wall for the ore-crushing rollers 21. Abrace
bar 21 is secured at one end to the lower
Splash-plate and at its other end to the front 75
plate 4 of the supporting-frame of the mill.
This bar prevents the splash-plate from be
ing forced outward by the lateral movement
of the rolls, and it may be adjusted to corre
spond to the adjustment of the saddle and
splash-plate by clamping-bolts 21 and an
adjusting-bolt 21°. The lower splash-plate
is also provided with an oversize-feeding-in
aperture 22 and spout 23.
The upper splash-plate is provided with a
pair of hand-hole apertures 24, to which are
bolted covers 25, and at the top of the plate
a discharge-aperture 26 is formed, to the in
side of which a discharge pan or spout 27 is
secured by bolts 28. This discharge-spout
is bolted to the inside of the upper splash
plate around the discharge-aperture 26 and
projects into the interior of the mill-body in
a position to catch the pulverized ore-pulp
as it is carried over by the rotating mill and 95
discharge it through the discharge-aperture
of the upper splash-plate, and on the outside
of the splash-plate around the discharge
aperture a spout 28 is secured by bolts, and
this spout extends over the front end of a IOO
shaking-screen 29, and this spout receives
the ore-pulp from the discharge-aperture and
discharges it onto the head end of the screen
29, which is arranged at right angles to the
axis of the ore-crushing mill and is independ
ent of it, as will be hereinafter described.
The upper splash-plate is also provided with
an aperture 29, through which a water-Sup

I D5

ply pipe or hose 30 may be extended into the I IO
The inner periphery of the mill-ring is
lined throughout its circumference with
wooden wedges, which form a slot for an ore
crushing die-ring 31, which is inserted in the
mill-ring and is rigidly secured centrally in II5
the mill-ring and as close to its inner periph
ery as it can be placed by the circle of wooden
wedges, and the ore-crushing rollers 21 rest
loosely on and roll on the inner peripheral
surface of this die-ring. I preferably em
ploy two of these ore-crushing rollers, and
they bear against each other when the mill
is not rotating, and they roll in bearing con
tact and jump and knock together as the
mill rotates and are confined in a vertical po I 25
sition on the tread of the die-ring by the
flange-wall of the mill-ring and the faces of
the inwardly-projecting ribs of the lower
splash-plate.
To the inner peripheral edges of the two
interior of the mill.
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one pair consisting of the strips 29 and 29°
half splash-plates, which together form a cir and
the other pair consisting of the strips
cular flange or splash-plate disk, I secure a 29 and
the cross-strips 30'. The
ring 32, which I term the 'splash-ring.’ This two pairs29 ofand
strips form the sides of the
splash-ring is divided into two halves, and screen-frame and
rest on the bottom of the
the halves are bolted to the inside faces of
the peripheral edge of the two splash-plates, screen-pan along its sides, and the Screen
and this splash-ring is of larger diameter cloth 29 is clamped and secured between the
than these splash-plates, and its side that two strips of each side by nails or screws.
faces the splash-plates is provided with a The shaft 45 is supported at one of the
IO curved recess 33, which fits loosely, but ends of a pair of arms 46, which depend from
closely, over and around the hook end 15 of a shaft 47, and by one end of an arm 48,
the mill-body flange. This splash-ring and which depends from the shaft 11. The
the splash-plates are stationary, being Se shaft 47 is journaled in bearings 50, formed
the brackets 12, that are secured to the
cured to the saddle that is formed by the in
side
casting 5 of the supporting-frame of the
two
end-to-end
arms;
but
the
mill-body
and
f5
mill. The opposite sides of the pan adjacent
ring and the mill-body flange with its hook to
its end portions are provided with vertical
end rotate with the main driving-shaft, to clips
52, which extend slightly above its sides
which the mill-body is secured. Upon the and above
the sides of the screen-frame, and
side casting 2 of the supporting-frame Ise
apertures are formed in the top ends of the
cure one end of a pair of vertically-extending clips,
and through these apertures across the
brackets, which contain journal-bearings 33
pan and frame I extend rods 54,
in their upper ends, in which a shaft 34 is screen
rotatably journaled. Upon this shaft I which are positioned high enough above the
mount one of the ends of a pair of arms 35, sides of the screen-frame to permit wooden go
25 securing them to the shaft preferably by set wedges 55 to be inserted between them and
top edges of the side pieces of the screen
screws. These arms 35 extend vertically up the
The shaft 11A is provided with suit
ward above the shaft, and their upper ends frame.
able set-screwed collars 56, which are posi
are secured to and support a hopper 36. tioned
at the sides of its supporting-journals.
Beneath the lower end of this hopper is a
feed-pan 37, the discharge end of which is The opposite end of the arm 48 is rotatably 95
on an eccentric 57, which is adjust
positioned directly over the head end of the mounted
screen. This hopper is provided with a feed ably secured to the shaft 11A by a set-screw
11, and as the shaft 11° rotates the eccen
gate 36, which is slidably adjustable on a tric
an oscillating reciprocating ver I OO
hand-wheel screw 36, that extends through ticalimparts
swinging
to the screen
a slot 36 in the gate and threads into the frame through themovement
of the arm 48, the
side of the hopper. This gate extends down arms 43 and 44 atmedium
the opposite ends of the
into and across the pan and its upper edge is
screen, and the swinging arms 41 and 46, by
provided with a hand-lifting portion 36”.
it is pivotally suspended from the
An arm 3S is mounted loosely on the shaft which
shafts 34, 42, 45, 47, and 11^. Through the
34 and its upper end is secured to the bottom bottom
of the screen-pan close to its dis
of the feed-pan and supports it. The lower charge end
a discharge-aperture 58 is formed,
end of this feed-pain rests loosely on top of a which registers
a spout 59, that extends
plate 3S, which is secured to the head end over one end ofover
discharge-spout O
of a screen-pan 39 and projects slightly 59, the oppositea conveying
end
of
which
projects be
45 above it. The lower end of the arm 38 de
yond
the
frame
of
the
machine
and
conves
pends below the shaft 34 and is confined in the screened product away from the
mill.
a yoke 38 by a hand-wheel-operating screw
oversize material that will not pass
40, and a spring 40 is interposed between the The
the screen feeds off of its discharge
other sides of the depending end of the rock through
end
into
one end of the spout 23, the oppo I 1.5
SO arm and the end of the frame opposite the site end of
is secured around the aper
hand-screen, which is threaded through the ture 22 of which
the
lower
spiash-plate, and the
yoke and bears against the lower end of the oversize screen material
through this
arm, and the spring forms with the hand spout into the mill and flows
falls
back
of the
screw an adjustment for the rock-arm and crushing-rolls onto the die-ring.
for
the
feed-pan.
On
the
shaft
34
one
of
the
55
pipe 62 is connected at one
ends of a pair of arms 41 are mounted, the endA towater-supply
a supply of water under pressure, and
opposite
ends
of
which
are
pivotally
mounted
on a shaft 42. On the shaft 42 one of the the pipe is positioned in front of the upper
and is provided with a valve 63.
ends of a pair of arms 43 are mounted, the splash-plate
Below the valve the pipe enters the aperture I 25
opposite ends of which are Secured to the 29'
in the top of the upper splash-plate and
screen-pan 39. The opposite end of this is connected
to a discharge-nozzle, which
pan is secured to one of the ends of a pair of comprises a nipple
portion 64, having a cap
arms 44, the opposite ends of which are piv 65, threaded or otherwise
secured to its oppo
otally secured to a shaft 45. This screen site end, and along the nipple
a narrow Water
65 frame consists of two pairs of wooden strips,

4.
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discharge slot 66 is formed, which is posi My improved mill is adapted to screen and 65
tioned to discharge a long thin jet of water at pulverize
ore either in a wet or dry state, and
an upward angle of preferably about forty when pulverizing
ore wet a sufficient supply
five degrees against the inner peripheral sur of water is kept constantly
flowing into the
5 face of the die-ring. The water-jet dis mill feed-spout, and a supply of water under
charging from the nozzle should have suffi pressure is constantly discharged by the wa
cient pressure to dissolve and dislodge any ter-supply pipe 62 and 30 against the inner
ore that sticks or packs on the die-ring as it periphery of the die-ring at its top and
rotates.
A branch pipe 67, which is pro washes from its tread any crushed or pulver
C)
vided with a valve 68, extends from the wa ized
that has passed under the crushing
ter-supply EP to the screening oversize rolls ore
and
has adhered to it, and this E. 75
spout 23, and a continuous supply of water off ore with
the jet of water falls into the in
is kept flowing from it into this spout to ner discharge-spout
27 and is washed through
wash the oversize screening into the mill.
the
outside
discharge-spout
and discharges
I5
The operation of my improved mill is as onto the head end of the screen
and is re
follows: The tight and loose pulleys 8 and 8 screened, and its oversize is again returned
are connected by bolts to a power-driven to the crushing-mill, while such portion of it
pulley and shaft, and the ore-crushing millis as
enough is screened and fed away
rotated at preferably about seventy-five to fromis fine
the machine. As the water flows con
one hundred revolutions per minute, and tinuously into the crushing-mill through
power is transmitted to the shaft 11 by a water-feed pipe a body of water soon accu
belt 9 and pulleys 9 and 10, and ore of a size mulates in the mill, and the flow of water is
ranging from small to medium size lumps di regulated
to maintain this body of water at
rectly from rock-breaking machinery or sufficient volume
within the mill to crush the
from an ore-bin is fed into the hopper 36, ore to an ore-pulp, which is finely-pulverized
from which it falls into the feed-pain and is ore mixed with sufficient water to form a
fed onto the screen, the volume of ore fed be flowing stream, and this ore-pulp is continu
ing regulated by the gate 36, which is raised ously carried up and over the top of the mill
or lowered to and from the bottom of the ring by speed and centrifugal force, and a
3O pan. The screenis reciprocated with a verti portion of it falls into the inner discharge
cally-reciprocating movement by the eccen
and flows out through it and the outer 95
tric 57 on the shaft 11, and a slight vertical spout
discharge-spout
onto the screen and again is
jar or bump is imparted to the feed-pan by rescreened, and the
product is carried
the screen through the medium of the up out of the machinescreen
through
the discharge
Wardly-projecting plate 38 of the screen, spouts 27 and 28, and its oversize
is dis
which strikes the bottom of the pan and charged from the end of the screen into
do
raises it on one reciprocative stroke as the crushing-mill feed-spout and is returnedthe
to
screen reciprocates and allows the pan to fall the mill and is recrushed, reground, and pull
on and with the plate on its opposite stroke, verized, and the stream of ore-pulp that is
and the reciprocating movement of the screen kept
feeding into the hopper and feed-pan at
feeds the ore across it, and such portion of it the head of the screen is screened, crushed, I O5
as is fine enough to pass the screen, which is
and pulverized, and rescreened and
generally from about twenty to eighty mesh, ground,
recrushed,
and repulverized until
falls into the screen-pan and works along it all passesreground,
through
the screen and is dis
45 it to the discharge-aperture in its bottom, charged from the machine. The hooked
from which it discharges into the discharge joint between the mill-body flange and the II. O.
spouts 59 and 59, by which it is conveyed splash-plates and the splash-ring makes a
away from the machine, and that portion of practically water-tight joint, as the ore-pull
the ore that is too coarse to pass through the when splashing against the side of the mill
meshes of the screen will feed over its surface body flange-ring strikes its hooked end and
and will discharge into the mill-head's spout falls
backinto the bottom of the body of the
23 and is washed by the water from the wa ore-crushing mill. When screening and crush
ter-supply pipe 67 through this spout into
dry ore, the operation is the same, except
the mill-ring. Consequently the Ore product ing
a
supply
of air under pressure is connected to
55 that flows to the mill is the oversize of the the water or airinlet pipe 62 and jet-nozzle 64,
screen. The mill rotates in the direction of and, if desired, air may be discharged from
the arrow, and as the ore flows into it it falls the pipe 67 into crushing-mill's feed-spout
back of the crushing-rolls, which naturally and assistin feeding the dry ore into the crush
roll up the side that is moving vertically up ing-mill.
ward a short distance onto the die-ring, and My invention is simple, durable, practical,
as the mill rotates the crushing-rolls roll on water-tight, and is of large capacity and very
the die-ring, and as they are very heavy and effectually crushes, grinds, and pulverizes I 25
the mill is rotated very fast they crush and and screens and sizes ore to any predeter
granulate and pulverize the ore.

mined size.
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Having described my invention, what I the inner periphery of said flange-ring, and 65

claim as new, and desire to secure by Letters the outer peripheral edge of said splash
plates, for making a water-tight rotative
Patent, is
1. In an ore crushing and Screening mill, a journal-joint between said flange-ring and
rotatable head having a flange on one side said splash-plates.
and a hub on the other side, a removable 6. ln an ore crushing and screening mill,
flanged-shaped ring attached to its opposite the combination of the supporting-frame, the
side having an introverted hooked-shaped mill-head rotatably mounted thereon, pro
inner peripheral edge, a divided circumferen vided with a flanged ring having an intro
tial ring having a recess-face fitting around verted curved inner peripheral edge, the
said curved hooked end of said flange-ring, a splash-plates arranged with said flange-ring 75
shaft extending through the hub of said to form the opposite side of said mill-head,
flanged portiori and means for supporting means including an adjustable support for
said divided flanges and said divided circum adjusting said splash-plates, concentric to
ferential ring in a rotatably substantially said flange-ring's inner peripheral edge, a di
water-tight joint on said hooked inner pe vided ring secured to said splash-plate, a
ripheral edge of said flange-ring.
curved recess on said divided ring adapted to
2. In an ore crushing and screening mill, fit over said curved hook on said flange-ring,
the combination of a supporting-frame, a and to permit said flange-ring to rotate in
rotatable head having a flange on One side said recess and arranged and adapted to form
and a hub on the other side, a shaft Support a Water-tight joint and rotatable bearing be
edin said frame and secured to said hub, and tween said flange-ring and said splash-plates,
means for rotating said shaft, with the ring an ore-crushing die-ring secured in said mill
secured to said head and provided with a head, a pair of rolling disk ore-crushing mul
25 curved hooked-shaped inner peripheral edge, lers rollingly and operatively seated on said
9o
a saddle extending across said frame, a flange die-ring within said mill-head.
secured to said saddle and fitting the inner 7. In an ore-crushing mill, the combina
peripheral edge of said flange-ring, and a ring tion of the supporting-frame, the driving
secured to said flange and provided with a shaft journaled therein, means for rotating
curved recess arranged to fit over said said shaft, the mill-head ring secured to said
hooked end of said curved hook-ring with a driving-shaft, the flange-ring secured there 95
to, the stationary splash-plates, means con
close but rotatable joint.
3. In an ore crushing and Screening mill, a nected to said frame and including a verti
rotating ore-crushing head having a flange at cal and horizontal adjustable support for
35 one side, a shaft upon which said head and concentrically adjusting said Splash-plates,
flange are secured, means for rotating said means including a ring connected with said OO
shaft and head, a detachable narrow flange splash-plates for forming a water-tight joint
ring secured to the opposite edge of said ore between said flange-ring and said splash
crushing ring, a fixed flange fitting in the in plates, the disk-ring in said mill-head, the
ner periphery of said flange-ring, and a wa disk roller-mullers on said die-ring, a water
ter-tight joint formed between the inner pe inlet aperture in the top portion of said
ripheral edge of said flange-ring and the pe splash-plates, a water-supply pipe extending
riphery of said center side flange, said water into said water-aperture, a water jet-dis
tight joint being arranged to permit said charging nozzle connected to said water
45 flange-ring's inner periphery to rotate on supply pipe and arranged to discharge a jet
of water against the roller disk tread portion II.O
said center flange.
4. In an ore crushing and screening mill, of said die-ring.
the combination with the supporting-frame, 8. In an ore crushing and screening mill,
provided with a rotatable shaft, of a rotating rotatable vertical mill-head, having sides, a
head mounted on said shaft, a ring-shaped portion of one of which sides is non-rotatable,
flange secured to said rotating head provided an ore-crushing die-ring in said mill-head, II5
with an introverted curved inner end, a di ore-crushing rollers loosely mounted on the
vided stationary flange fitting around said inner periphery of said die-ring, means in
shaft and arranged to close the opening with cluding a pipe for feeding water under pres
55 in said ring-shaped flange, and a divided ring sure to the inner periphery of said die-ring,
secured to said stationary flange and ar means including an inlet-aperture in the non
ranged and adapted to form a water-tight rotatable one of said ring sides, for feeding
joint between said stationary flange and the ore and water into said mill-ring to said die
ring and rollers, an ore-pulp-discharge aper
ring-shaped flange of said rotating head.
5. In an ore crushing and Screening mill, ture in said non-rotatable side of said mill
the combination with the supporting-frame, head, an ore-pulp spout within said mill I 25
the driving-shaft, the mill-head secured to head connected to said aperture and arranged
said shaft, the flange-ring, the splash-plates, to discharge crushed ore-pulp from said mill
and means including a ring connected with and die-rings and rollers and a reciprocating

6.
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screen arranged to receive the discharged
crushed ore-pulp from said mill-head.
9. In an ore crushing and screening mill,
the combination of the mill-head, provided
with an operatively-arranged die-ring and
roller disk mullers, the removable non-rota
table central side portion of said mill-head,
the flange-ring secured to said mill-head and
provided with the inwardly-curved hook, the
IO Splash-ring secured to said non-rotatable
central side portion of said mill-head and fit
ting around said hooked end of said flange
ring, the fluid-pipe and discharging-nozzlear
ranged to discharge water against said die
ring, an ore-pulp-inlet feeding and a dis
charge-outlet in said non-rotatable side of
Said mill-head, a discharge-spout within said
mill-head connected to said discharge-outlet,
means for feeding ore through said ore-inlet,
a reciprocating screen arranged adjacent to
said mill-head, a hopper arranged to feed ore
to said screen, a discharge-spout extending
from said discharge-outlet of said mill-head
onto said screen and adapted to feed the
25 crushed product of said mill-head onto said
Screen, a spout arranged to catch the over
size product of said screen and convey it to
said mill-head's feed-inlet, and means includ
ing spouts for conveying the screened Ore
product away from said screen and mill.
10. In an ore crushing and screening mill,
the combination of the supporting-frame,
the ore-crushing mill, and the reciprocating
screen, with the ore-feed hopper secured to
said frame above said screen, the feed-pan
35 below
said hopper, resting at its discharge
end on One end of said screen, a shaft secured
to said frame, a rock-arm pivotally mounted
On said shaft and arranged to support at its
upper end the opposite end of said feed-pan,
and having its opposite end connected to
said frame, with an adjustable reciprocative
resilient connection, and means for impart
ing a reciprocating movement to said screen,
45 whereby the said reciprocative movement
of said screen is imparted to the discharging
end of said ore-feeding pan.
11. In an ore crushing and screening mill,
the combination with the supporting-frame
and the ore-crushing mill, having an ore
feed inlet and feed-spout, and a discharge
outlet and a crushed-ore collecting and dis
charging spout, of the screen-pan, and
screen, swinging shafts at the opposite ends
55 of said screen-pan, the arms and shafts piv
otally arranged to support said Swinging
shafts and said screen-pan, the eccentric
and surrounding arm connected to one of
said swinging shafts, and arranged to re
ciprocate said screen-pan, the ore-feeding
hopper secured to said frame, the feed-pan
arranged to receive Ore from said hopper
and discharge it on said screen, a gate con

nected to said hopper and extending into
said feed-pan, means for adjusting said gate, 65
means connected with said screen-pan and
with said frame for imparting a vibratory
motion to said feed-pan, means for convey
ing the screened - ore product from said
screen, means for discharging the oversize
screen ore into said ore-crushing-mill's feed
inlet spout, and for discharging the crushed
ore of said mill from said mill's collecting
and discharging spout onto said screen.
12. In an ore crushing and screening mill, 75
the combination with a suitable supporting
frame, of an ore-crushing mill 6tatably
journaled therein, a reciprocating screen
mounted on said frame adjacent to said mill,
means for feeding ore to said screen, means
for feeding the oversize of said screen to
said ore-crushing mill, means for feeding the
crushed-ore product of said ore-crushing
mill to said screen, means for conveying the
screened product of said screen away from
said screen and mill, and means for feeding
any suitable fluid into said ore-crushing mill.
13. In an ore crushing and screening mill,
the combination of the supporting-frame,
the mill-head, a vertical ore-crushing die
ring carried by said mill-head, and crushing
roller rotatably mounted in said frame, hav
ing an ore-feeding inlet and a crushed-ore
discharge-outlet, said outlet comprising a
spout having oppositely-flaring wing or side 95
portions extending on each side of its cen
tral portion at an upward and outward
angle, and arranged and adapted to be se
cured to said discharge-outlet, within the
inner periphery of said die-ring, water-sup IOO
ply pipe connected to a supply of water
under pressure extending into said mill
above said discharge-spout, having a water
discharging nozzle arranged to deliver a
supply of water under pressure against the
inner periphery of said die-ring, above said .
discharge-spout, and at a point that will
permit said water and any crushed ore that
may adhere to said die-ring to drop into
said discharge-spout, and thereby be con IO
veyed out of said mill, a water-supply pipe
arranged to discharge a supply of water into
said feeding-inlet, and a suitable screen in
operative relation to said die-ring mill and
arranged to receive and screen the crushed
ore product and to return the oversize to
the feeding-inlet, and suitable means for
conveying said screenings product away from
said mill.
In testimony whereof I affix my signature
in presence of two witnesses.
JOSEPH ALGERT.
Witnesses:

W. BENJAMIN GRIMEs,
WALTER. S. KENT.

